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A method of data reconstruction from a digital magneto-optical disk system with diffractionlimited spot size is described. Using a linear filter with high-frequency enhancement we show that
significant improvements in the storage capacity can be achieved at a reasonable cost in terms of
the signal-to-noise ratio. Performance is evaluated against an optimum but impractical method as
wen as a technique for the reconstruction of the analog waveforms.

I. INTRODUCTION

In comparison with the conventional magnetic disk systems, erasable optical storage has the advantages of high
capacity, remote read/write/erase heads, and removability.l.2 Among those media suggested for erasable optical
storage to date, amorphous rare-earth-transition metal alloys with perpendicular magnetization have shown great
promises. 3 With thermomagnetic recording and magnetooptical readout at red or near infrared wavelengths, densities
in excess of 108 bits/cm2 have been achieved.
A significant difference between magnetic and optical
recording techniques stems from the fact that in the former
the readout energy is derived from the magnetic domains
themselves, whereas in the latter the domains act as gates,
directing the energy of the reading light beam into separate
channels for detection. This means that the magnetic recording density is inherently limited while the optical recording
density is only limited by the wavelength of the available
lasers.
Optical storage is presently limited by the wavelength
of the read beam. The diffraction limited spot formed by
focusing a gaussian beam of wavelength A. through an objective lens of numerical aperature NA is gaussian, and has a
diameter proportional to A. / N A. Increasing the storage density for a given spot size results in reduced signals from individual domains and overlapped signals from neighboring domains, a phenomenon referred to as the intersymbol
interference (lSI). Both reduced signal and overlap degrade
the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and impose limitations on
achievable storage densities. It is important to emphasize
here that lSI results from the read beam overlapping more
than one domain and not magnetic coupling between domains. In fact, since most media of interest for erasable optical storage are ferrimagnetic with compensation point in the
vicinity of room temperature, magnetic coupling between
neighboring domains should be insignificant.
The aim of this paper is to discuss different signal processing schemes that can recover data from a high density
storage medium in the presence of lSI. In Sec. II the various
components and parameters of the proposed readout system
are described. Section HI is devoted to the analysis of the
three suggested techniques for data reconstruction. Section
IV is a summary of the results and contains a few general
comments and conclusions.
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II. MAGNETO-OPTICAL READOUT AND DiFFERENTIAL
DETECTION SCHEME

The schematic diagram of the readout system is shown
in Fig. 1; this section describes its components and defines
various parameters and functions that will be used throughout the paper.

A. The storage format
The disk contains a magnetic layer with perpendicular
magnetization on which the information is recorded in the
form of small magnetic domains. Assuming that the magnetization of the film at a point /p,e) is saturated in either of the
two possible directions along the Z axis, the functionz/p,e) is
defined as foHows: z/p,e ) = ± 1 if the magnetization at /p,e )
is in the ± Z direction. The read beam reads only one particular track at any given time, SO only the neighborhood near
a fixed radius, say P = Po, is of interest. The sequence of data
on this track can then be represented as z(x) where x = poe is
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FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the magneto-optical readout system.
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the distance along the track from an arbitrary reference angle. Assume that the length of the domains in the x direction
is a constant y. If the linear velocity of the track is u, then the
time each domain spends under the beam will be T = r /u. It
is assumed that T is a fixed system parameter, so that comparisons of the next section between different techniques are
made at fixed data rates.
The ideal signal, expected from the system in the absence of noise and lSI, is zo(t ) = z(ut). Using the rectangular
pulse function sIt ) of unit height and duration T, this signal
can be written as
(1 )
n

where an = ± 1 and {an 1represents the binary sequence of
data recorded on the track.

B. The read beam
. The beam is focused on the disk surface through the
objective J.ens. The intensity distribution on the film is assumed to be gaussian with
p.
I(x,y) = _ 0 _ exp{ - [(X/'O)2 + (y/,d 2] I.
(2)

nal amplitude while their sum. Po(~
the total shot-noise density.4

+r7.). is proPortional to

D. The electroni~ clr~ultry

The photodiodes are identical light detectors with conversion factor 7]. Each photocurrent goes through a parallel
RC circuit before being amplified. The RC cir~uit represents
the impedances of the detector, the amplifier: and the bias
circuitry. Its freqpency resPonse is RHil) where
Ho(f) = 1/(1

••

+l21TRCI)...

(4)

The effect of thermal noise from the electronic circuitry
is minimized if avalanche detectors with internal gain mechanism are employeQ. SNR analysis is thus confined 'to shot
noise although th~rmal: noise can be .easily included if so
desired. The shot-noise varian~ iS'independent of the sbte
of magnetization and is given by4 •
(5)

•

where e is the electronic charge and; Heq (I) is the freqdency
response of the equivalent filter. If H(!) represents the frequency response of the filter h (t ) in Fig. 1 then

1T'o'l

'0 is the beam radius in the X

'1

direction (along thetrack), is
the radi us in the Y direction (perpendicular to the track), and
Po is the total incident power. Throughout the paper it is
assumed that in the Y direction the domain width is much
larger than'l so that the intensity distribution in this direction becomes irrelevant. One can then use the function

g(x)

=~exp[

- (xl'ofl

(3)

..[iT'o
I.

to represent the incident power density on the track.
The read beam is linearly polarized. Upon reflection
from the magnetic material its state of polarization will
change. This is the well-known polar Kerr effect. In general,
two parameters'li and,1 describe the new polarization state.
'11 is the amplitude reflectivity for the component polarized
in the direction of incident polarization and'l is the amplitude reflectivity for the component perpendicular to it. Both
'11 and
are complex numbers and the phase difference
between them determines the amount of ellipticity. Nonetheless, with proper adjustment of the phase plate (see Fig. 1)
this phase difference can be eliminated, converting ellipticity
to pure rotation of the direction of linear polarization. Since
the system does not detect ellipticity the above conversion
. improves performance. 4.5 '11 and'l are thus assumed to be
real.

'1

c. The optical system
The axis of the polarizing beam splitter is at 45 deg with
respect to the unrotated polarization so that in the absence of
the polar Kerr effect the photodiodes receive identical
amounts of energy (0. 5P~). When the Kerr effect is present
the energy is split as 0.5Po('1I ±'1)2 between the two detectors, with the state of magnetization determining the detector which receives the larger amount. The difference
between these energies, 2P0'11
gives the magneto-optic sig-

'1 ,
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(6)

Heq (I) = Ho(l) H (I):

Equation (5) does not include gain factors such asR, amplifier gain, and avalanche gain that cancel out in the SN"R.
When avalanche photodiodes are us~d, howev~r. a noise factor due to the random nature of the multiplicatiOn process
,
.
must be included. '

•

•

III. EFFECT OF INTERSYMBOL INTERFERENCE ON
READOUT
• As mentioned in the introduction, the nonzero read
beam size is responsibre for ISI. When the beam travels along
the track, it illuminates an area whose length is approximately 4'0 (about 99.5% of the' beam's energy is contained in this
region). If the dOl}lain size r is smaller than this length there
will be some degree' of overlap between· the signals from
neighboring domains. ¥oreover, when the beam.crosses the
boundary between adjaceht domains It sends back a signal
which represents both domains, producing ISI: The d~grad~
ing effect of this phenomenon as well as three different methods of eliminating 'the prpblem ar~ d,iseussed, in ~his section.

..

A. Elimination of lSI by spatiat filtering: An optimum
technique
•

This approach is based on a method which could eliminate lSI in principle~ but requires an objettive lens with an
impractically large humeri.cal apert;ure, Besides, if.a large
numerical. aperture were available in the ii,rst place, the spot
size would have been reduced and th~ problem eliminated'.
The technique n"netheless proviqes.a yard.s~ick for the evaluation of other methods., .
.
The time al.located to each domain fOr'readout is Tand
the read beam in an optimum system must .spend, all of this
time on the domain. In other word:s,. the beaJno must jump
fro~ the center of one domain to the center of the next domain
. on the track every T seconds and remain stationary in

.,
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the meantime. Now, consider the pattern of polarization at
the disk during each T second interval. With a high quality
imaging system this pattern can be exactly reconstructed in
another plane. To eliminate lSI, a spatial filter is placed in
this plane, transmitting the image of the domain under consideration and blocking the image of neighboring domains.
The method is optimal since all the information about a domain is contained in the light reflected from the domain itself
and by blocking the neighboring domains no information is
being lost.
Beyond the spatial filter, the optimum detection
scheme will be the same as the differential detector of Fig. 1.
The output signal amplitude is thus given by

± 21J'1I r1

[/2

g(x)dx =

± 41JP0'11 r1 erf

- y12

(-L).
{iro

(7)

The spectral density of the accompanying shot noise is given
by
(8)

For the sake of optimum detection, the system impulse response heq (t) must be a rectangle of duration T. Since the
bandwidth of this filter is 2B = liT the signal-to-noise ratio
is given by
SNR =

41JPoTrfI~
e(m +~)

[2errf~)]

"\/iro .

(9)

A logarithmic plot of the function 2erf( y I fir 0) vs y I r0 is
shown in Fig. 2. For large ylro the SNR is at its maximum
possible value. This is because the beam completely covers
the domain under consideration while no time is spent crossing the boundary between domains. At y = 3r0 where 96.5 %
of energy covers the domain the SNR deterioration is only
0.15 dB. At y = r0 the coverage is about 50% and the SNR
drop is about 3 dB.

B. Reconstruction of the pattern of magnetization
reversals: The analog signal approach

In a previous paper4 the power spectral density of the
signal x(! ) in the system of Fig. 1 was derived. It is given by
S(f) = (21JPo'lIrl)2 exp( - 2(1TJrolv)2]

X StfJ(f) IHeq(fW,

(10)

whereStfJ(f) is thespectrurn of the ideal signalzo(t) in Eq. (1)
and is given by6
StfJ(f) =

Tein;;;,T)t

(11)

Let us choose h (t ) to make the equivalent filter heq (t ) an ideal
low pass filter with bandwidth 2B = alTwhere a is an arbitrary constant. Then
SNR =

41JPoTr!J~
e(m + ~l

{(2/ 1Ta)

[a/2

exp[ - 2(roX1 y)2]

0

(12)

X (sinx/X)2dX}.

Figure 3 is a logarithmic plot of the bracketed term in Eq.
(12) versus ylro for several values of a. For large ylro the lSI
is negligible and the signal reconstruction is possible through
the use of a sufficiently wide band filter (i.e., large a). However, as a increases the noise level rises and consequently the
SNR drops. For small ylro the signal at any instant of time
contains information about several domains and identification of individual data bits is impossible without further
equalization. The issue of equalization, however, will not be
addressed here since the subject of analog signal reconstruction and the enhancement of storage capacity using various
encoding schemes is beyond the scope of this paper and will
be taken up in a separate publication. The point of the discussion here is that for large ylro the loss ofSNR in the analog
approach is signficant and it is reasonable therefore to expect
that such inefficiency applies to small ylro as well. For example, the SNR loss of the analog method for a = 2 and
large ylro is about 3.5 dB compared to only 0.5 dB for the
digital method described below.
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FIG. 2. Logarithmic plot of the function
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q(t) = sit )*go(t )*ho(t )*h (t ).

C. The digital signal approach to the elimination of lSI

Ifq(t ) is now chosen to be equal to 1 at t = and equal to zero
at t = mT for all m#O, then for t = nTwe have

In this approach the filter h (t) is designed to eliminate
interference only at instants of time which are multiples of T,
namely t = n T. This allows a simple threshold device to
sample x(t) at t = nT and reconstruct the sequence of data
Ian J. SNR at t = nTis then a direct measure of the error
rates involved.
Consider the instantaneous power P (t ) incident on the
detectors
P(t)

= -21 Po(rrr + ri) ±'II'l

f'"

x(nT) = 2"lPorll'la".

= _r_ exp [ _

(t) = sin(171 IT) . COS(l1f3t IT)
(18)
q
1T't IT
1 - (2f3t ITj2 ,
where /3 is a parameter in the interval [0,1]. The Fourier
transfonns of the functions s(t), go(t ), and q(t} are given in
Table I. Using these transfonns in Eq. (16) yields

g(ut - x)z(x)dx, (13)

_OQ

(.L!.-)2]

(14)

[iTroT
'oT
the integral in Eq. (13) can be written asP<£o(t )*zo(t), where *
stands for convolution. The output signal will then be
x(t)

= 2'TJPorll 'lgO(t )*zo(t )*heq(t)
= 2'TJPorll'l L a"q(t - nT),

(17)

This signal clearly contains infonnation about an without
interference from the rest of the sequence.
A proper choice of q(t ) would be the following family of
the so caned raised cosme functions 7

where g(x) is defined in Eq. (3). Defining
go(t)

°

(16)

H

Q(f)
(I) - S (II GoUI HoUI

(19)

This is the frequency response of the appropriate filter. A
plot of H U) for typical parameter values is shown in Fig. 4.
Using the noise variance given in Eq. (5), the signal-tonoise ratio at t = nTis calculated as

(15)

n

in which q(t ) is given by

TABLE I. Fourier transforms of s(t). go(t). and q(t).
Function

Fourier transform

s(t)

SU) = T sin (17-Tf)
TTTf

go(t)

Go(f) = ex p[ _ (TTTf'e]
yl;;'J .

O<!fl<l-P
2T

q(t)

I-P <lfl<1 +P

2T
Otherwise
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FIG. 4. Plot of the function IH(f)1 vsf for
r = 1.5r", fJ = 0.3 and RC = T /ID.

3

2

7TTf
(20)

where

5=

~
1T

[1

+13)/2

0

{~ I[-

exp[2(roXly)2]
(sinxlxf

sin

[(x - ; )//1 ]J'.

x<; (I-P)}
1T

x>7-(1
2

dx.

-13)

For a given set of system parameters /3 can be chosen to
minimize 5. The minimum value of5 forlarge y /'0 is 1.12 (at
13 = 0.87). In the limit oflarge ylro therefore the SNR in Eq.
(20) is only 0.5 dB below the optimum SNR in Eq. (9). A

logarithmic plot of 1/5 vs y1'0 for the optimum /3 is shown in
Fig. 5. (The optimum 13 is also shown in the figure.) According to this curve one loses about 1.2 dB in going from large y
to y = 3ro' At the cost of another 4 dB one can further reduce
y to 1.5ro. Compare these figures with the corresponding
numbers obtained from the optimum curve of Fig. 2, namely
0.15 and 1.3 dB, respectively.

iV. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Three methods of data reconstruction from a magnetooptical storage medium with intersymbol interference were
discussed. The performance of each method at different storage densities was evaluated on the basis of the signal-to-noise
ratio degradation below the maximum level. It was found,
for example, that a linear filter with high frequency enhance-
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r

ment can be used to reconstruct data stored at = 1.5ro at a
cost of 5. 5 dB in SNR. This is only 4 dB below the SNR of the
optimum system. At smaller values of r reconstruction is
still possible although SNR degradation become quite severe. At = ro, for example, the cost in SNR is 14 dB, which
is 11 dB below optimum.
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